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Abstract

In this paper the impact of risk analysis and assessment training of the customs officers on improvement of their operational performances at Nikola Tesla airport in Belgrade is presented. The aim of the research is to measure the perception of the customs officers at the airport about the operational effectiveness of the risk analysis training program. The research was conducted through survey, by collecting data from the questionnaire disseminated to the customs officers who were divided into experimental (the officers who attained the training) and control group (the officers who have not attained the training). Both groups of the officers evaluated the statements about their performance contribution in effective collection of revenue, facilitation of trade and passengers, border control and protection level and reputation of the customs unit at the airport. The results of the research show that there is a significant difference between the groups, which confirms the hypothesis that the risk analysis and assessment training has a positive impact on the customs officers’ operational efficiency.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In this study we investigated the relationship of HRM best practices in enhancing organization performance (Beh & Loo, 2013). The customs services at border crossings are dealing with those operations and activities that require constant development of skills, know-how and practical experience in order to successfully keep the balance between the increasing trade and passengers’ turnover and at the same time decreasing of (human) resources in order to attain high standards in
operational performances. Human resource management department of the Customs Administration of Serbia plays a main role in the management practices which creates, develops and manages the human element of the customs service. According to Niazi (2011), the value of training cannot be ruled out in all phases of human resources development of any border enforcement agency, due to dynamic changes the operational staff have to cope with. There have been a numerous studies by various authors for a long time, demonstrating that there are sound associations amongst training practices and distinct measures of operational staff performance within an organization intended to improve the performance of employees (Niazi, 2011). Hence, human resource personnel should focus on how to develop and sustain its human resource through effective HTM best practices to enhance current and future performance of the organization (Beh & Loo, 2013).

The operational performances of the border customs officers are considered as the major element of the Customs administration of Serbia and the overall success and failure in the operational results are mainly based on their performance (Hameed, 2011). It is proved that enforcement organizations generally spend more in training in contrast with other organizations because training aids staff to acquire the practical and operational knowledge and skills that can be not acquired by academic information.

The 100 per cent checks of passengers and commodities at borders are not feasible any longer, that does not allow detailed check due to insufficient time per a check that causes delay of the trade and passengers that impedes the control and protection level that results in irregularities of collection of the revenues and the overall border protection level.

The human resources management of the customs administration of Serbia pay a high attention to the risk analysis and assessment training and development delivered to the operational staff that is based on learning application of new IT software that is based on low, medium and high risk criterion for selective (high risk) search instead of 100 per cent search as well learning operational risk analysis and assessment skills. Therefore the customs administration focuses on investments in training and development activities in order to enable the enforcement teams to adapt, compete, excel, innovate, produce, be safe, improve operations, and reach goals (Salas, et al., 2012). This research aims to present the important impact of the human resource management of the customs administration of Serbia on improvement of the operational performances of the staff and on reaching the strategic goals; “Because of their value, the human resource is able to contribute to an organization’s strategic objectives” (Lepak & Snell, 2002: 520). For us, the relationship is more top-down. We would say, “When employees are able to contribute to an organization strategic objective, they have (strategic) value.” In other words, human capital is only strategically important if it directly implements the organization’s strategy (Lepak & Snell, 2002:520).

The paper consists of four parts. The first part is related to the literature review regarding the interaction between the operational training and development and efficient operational performances. The second part of the paper explains the research methodology; the subject of the research, the aim of the research, the sample structure and the research instrument. The
third part is reserved for the results of the research and discussion. Finally, the fourth part is the conclusion of the research.

The main purpose of this study is to research the effectiveness of risk analysis training of the customs officers on improvement of their operational performance at Belgrade Nikola Tesla airport. The objective is to measure the interaction between the operational training and the customs officers’ operational efficiency at Belgrade Nikola Tesla airport.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

Training and Development of the operational staff of any border agency basically deals with the acquisition of operational skills, understanding, know-how, operational techniques and practices. Therefore, training and development is one of the imperatives of human resource management in order to improve operational performance at individual, collegial and organizational levels of any border agency. In order to establish a process of increasing one’s capacity to take action, the enforcement services and organizations are now increasingly becoming particular with operational learning and therefore collective development. Strategically, operational organizational learning, which makes use of training and development as one of the several responses, deals with the acquisition of understanding, know-how, operational techniques and practices. These intellectual intangibles can be translated into an organizational resource through the people that acquire, infer and utilize such towards the achievement of the organization-wide training and development (Armstrong, 2006). Operational training and development are planned undertaken activities based on learning experiences which teach operational staff how to perform current and future operations more effectively. Sims (2002) emphasizes that training focuses on present jobs while development prepares employees for possible future jobs. Basically, the objective of operational training and development is to contribute to improvement of operational performances in order to reach overall goal of the border agencies.

The aim of every border agency is to close the skills gap, which is now a critical area of human resource development for every enforcement organizations in order to continuously cope with the economic and trade globalization trends. Skills gap in every border agency presents a big treat to both the organizational and operational competencies and the economy, health and culture inheritance issues on a national level. Therefore, the human resource management professionals should start the training of the operational staff from the recruitment period. However, this is not easy considering that there are specific operational activities which require customization of various operational skills that in interaction with the operational (working) experience. In responding to the challenges of the skills gap and skills deficiency, HR professionals also have to develop programs that will address the problem (Sims, 2006).

Therefore, building the operational competencies is an imperative for the existence and survival of any modern organizations. Accordingly, border services are investing in their employees’ skills thus taking advantage of the human capital management. The sense for the new operational skills development is also important, requiring HR professionals to develop strategies that will ensure superior
operational practice, knowledge, skills and experience to settle within the staff. According to Sims (2006), learning activities shall put skills enhancement and development assignments at its core as well as empowerment and career development. This is lifelong learning which guide the organizations particularly human resource department to make an ongoing investment with organizational members and help them build their competencies. According to some authors, when an organization is undergoing change, the role of human resources role is to carry out the changes that are driven top down and initiated largely due to strategic business goals which the organization needs to achieve (Adeniji et al., 2013).

The purposes of learning from the employee perspective are basically to acquire skills and knowledge to do the job and to gain promotion and advance career. In facilitating career changes, training and development also caters for the personal and professional developments of the employees. Learning can be defined as knowledge obtained by self-directed study, experience, or both; the art of acquiring knowledge, skills, competencies, attitudes, and ideas retained and used; or a change of behavior through experience (Maycunich, 2000). Senge (1990) believes that learning has little to do with taking in information; rather it is a process that enhances capacity. Learning is about building the capacity to create that which one previously could not create.

In our days society is influenced and altered by the process of internalization and globalization. Globalization refers to a whole set of changes that puts a special and high importance on the work of human resources managers (Mura, 2012).

In fact, in the start of the twenty-first century Human Resource Managers have opined that one of the main challenges they are to confront had involved issues related to training and development (Stavrou, Brewster & Charalambous, 2004).

3. RESEARCH STRUCTURE AND RESULTS

3.1. Research Methodology

This study used quantitative approach. Patton (2002) has argued that a qualitative research methodology can help researchers approach fieldwork without being constrained by any predetermined categories of analysis. Moreover Gay, Mills and Airasian (2009) explained that the strength of quantitative research is the opportunities that it provides researchers to interact and gather data directly from their research participants to understand a phenomenon from their perspectives. On the other hand, qualitative research carries the uniqueness because it does not give conclusion in advance. It is often regarded as a scientific methodology of management sciences research (Taylor, 1998).

3.2. Sample structure and size

In the research, data were collected through a survey. In order to achieve the objectives of the research, 100 questionnaires were distributed among the customs officers at Nikola Tesla Airport. In response 90 questionnaires were returned. The response rate was 90%.

As presented in Table 1, among all officers who were respondents, 90 of them or 100% were convenience and fixed sample. There were 45 customs officers who have
acquired the risk analysis and assessment training (experimental group) and 45 customs officers who have not acquired the training (control group), out of which 48 officers have less than 10 years of working experience (53.3%) and 42 officers with more than 10 years of working experience (46.7%).

3.3. Research instrument

The questionnaire was designed on Likert 5 Rating Scale (1=Strongly Disagree, 2=Disagree, 3=Neutral, 4=Agree and 5=Strongly Agree). In order to measure the impact of the variables the data were analyzed through SPSS statistical analysis. The survey included grades of the officers’ attitudes measured by 5-point Likert scale about their performance contribution in: revenue collection, facilitation of the trade and the flow of passengers, level of border control and protection and reputation.

3.4. Data Collection

The required information for the research was collected through questionnaire. The questionnaire is used in order to allow the respondents to answer in a standard way, with an unbiased approach and with a objective orientation. The use of questionnaire provides the information to be presented in a numeric way. Questionnaire method also has several limitations, for example lackadaisical attitude of respondents, non-attendance and lack of cooperation.

3.5. Research results

Descriptive statistics (Table 2) was used to analyze the difference of the officers’ perceptions of their performance contribution in the operational results at the borders between the officers who attended the risk analysis and assessment training (the experimental group) and the officers who did not acquire the risk analysis and assessment

Table 1. Research variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>ξ</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experimental group -</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control group -</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Working experience</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 years</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>53.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 + years</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>46.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk analysis and assessment Training</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>yes</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N=90
training (the control group). Encompassed statements were grouped into four groups: contribution in collection of revenues, contribution in facilitation of the traffic, contribution in the level of border control and protection and the contribution in overall reputation.

Independent Sample T-test is used to confirm the existing difference between the experimental and the control group related to: contribution in collection of excise , contribution in collection of customs duties, balance between the increasing volume of passengers/trade vs. decreasing (human) resources, facilitation of trade, facilitation of flow of passengers, efficient fight against smuggling/contraband, efficient fight against organized crime, efficient fight against terrorism, reputation in the eye of other customs service and reputation in the eye of general public (Table 3).

Factorial ANOVA is used to confirm the existing differences in evaluation depending on the length of the officers’ working experience related to: collection of excise duty, customs duty, balance between the increased volume of passengers and trade vs. decreased (human) resources, facilitation of trade, facilitation of flow of passengers, efficient fight against smuggling and contraband, efficient fight against organized crime, efficient fight against terrorism, efficient fight against terrorism,
4. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

Evaluation of the training and development contribution in collection of the excise and customs duties

The descriptive statistics analysis in this research show that the experimental group evaluated the excise collected with the Mean of 4.44 and the standard deviation of 0.503 better than the collection of the customs duties with the Mean of 4.40 and the standard deviation of 0.455. Since the control group evaluated the same statements in the same order (Table 2). It can be concluded that the officers evaluated the proportional improvement of the statements regarding the collection of revenues. The Independent Sample T-test, p values of the statements also show that there is a significant difference in the level of the proportional improvement of the collecting of excise (p=0.013) and collection of the customs duties (p=0.017), that is shown in the Table 3. The ANOVA analysis shows that there were not significant statistical differences in perception of the training and development depending on the length of working experience of the officers in contribution in the collection of the excise (p=0.469) and customs duty (p=0.145). The research, accordingly, shows that there is a statistical difference in how the working experience and the training and development independently effects these two statements as individual factors. Therefore, there is a difference in the perception on the different impact for the contribution in the collection of excise (p=0.17) and there is not a significant difference (p=0.145) in perception of different impact of these two factors with regard to the contribution in the collection of the customs duty (Table 4).

4.1. Evaluation of the traffic flow

The evaluation of the contribution on flow of traffic was based on assessing the balance between the increasing volume of traffic and...
decreasing (human) resources, facilitation of the trade and facilitation of the flow of passengers.

The descriptive statistics analysis shows that the experimental group evaluated the balance between the increased volume of traffic and decreasing (human) resources the best, with the Mean of 4.40 and the standard deviation of 0.495. The second ranged is the facilitation of the flow of passengers with the Mean of 4.27 and the standard deviation of 0.477. The facilitation of trade was scored with the Mean of 4.20 and the standard deviation of 0.405. On the other hand, the control group evaluated the balance between the increasing volume of traffic and decreasing (human) resources with best grades as well with the Mean of 4.11 and the standard deviation of 0.348, while the facilitation of trade is scored with the Mean of 4.20 and the standard deviation of 0.149 and the facilitation of the flow of passengers with the Mean of 4.02 and the standard variation of 0.260. Considering the lower level of the standard variation, it can be stated that the facilitation of trade is better scored than the facilitation of the flow of passengers by the control group (Table 2). The Independent Sample T-test shows that there is a significant difference between these two groups in the perceived contribution in the balance between increased volume of traffic and decreased (human) resources (p=0.002), facilitation of the trade (p=0.008), and the facilitation of the flow of passengers (p=0.002) that is shown in the Table 3. Regarding the evaluation of the influence of length of working experience in on the evaluation of the officers, the Factorial ANOVA results show that there is not a significant difference in increased volume of trade and passengers and the decreased (human) resources (p=0.366), facilitation of trade (p=0.055) and the facilitation of the flow of passengers (p=0.076), meaning that the length of working experience does not have a significant impact on the perception of these two groups. The factorial ANOVA shows that the working experience and the training do not affect the perception as two independent factors on the equal level, meaning that there is a significant difference in the balance between the increased volume of trade and passengers and the decreased (human) resources (p= 0.009) and facilitation of trade (0.008) but not a significant difference (0.0214) for the facilitation of the flow of passengers (Table 4).

Table 4. Factorial ANOVA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>S1</th>
<th>S2</th>
<th>S3</th>
<th>S4</th>
<th>S5</th>
<th>S6</th>
<th>S7</th>
<th>S8</th>
<th>S9</th>
<th>S10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Length of working experience</td>
<td>0.469</td>
<td>0.280</td>
<td>0.366</td>
<td>0.055</td>
<td>0.076</td>
<td>0.520</td>
<td>0.661</td>
<td>0.450</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>0.037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Groups *, working experience</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0.145</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.214</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.082</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>0.471</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Statistical significance p<0.05
4.2. Evaluation of contribution in control and protection level

Regarding the results of the descriptive statistics analysis in this research related to the control and protection level, the experimental group evaluated efficient fight against terrorism with the Mean of 4.42 and the standard deviation of 0.499 better than the fight against smuggling and contraband with the Mean of 4.33 and the standard deviation of 0.477 and the fight against organized crime with the Mean of 4.00 and the standard deviation of 0.369. On the other hand, the control group evaluated all three statement in the same order; fight against terrorism with the Mean of 4.22 and the standard deviation of 0.420, fight against smuggling and contraband with the Mean of 4.11 and the standard deviation of 0.438 and the fight against organized crime with the mean of 3.80 and the standard deviation of 0.405. According to the Independent T-test analysis, the p values of the statements from both groups show that there is the most significant difference in the evaluation of the fight against organized crime (p=0.16), than the fight against the smuggling and contraband (p=0.024) and the least significant difference is in the evaluation of the fight against terrorism (p=0.043) shown in the Table 2 and 3. The Factorial ANOVA analysis shows the length of working experience does not have a significant influence on the officers perception on the fight against smuggling and contraband (p=0.520), effective fight of the organized crime (p=0.661) and the effective fight against terrorism (p=0.450) while there is the significant difference in how training and the working experience influence the officers’ perception of the effective fight against smuggling and contraband (p=0.002) and of the effective fight against terrorism (p=0.000) but not a significant difference (p=0.082) in the impacts on the effective fight against organized crime (Table 4).

4.3. The evaluation of the contribution to the overall reputation

The results of the descriptive statistics analysis in this research show that the evaluation of the officers related to reputation in the eye of general public with the Mean of 4.38 and the standard deviation of 0.535 that is better evaluated than the reputation among other customs services with the Mean of 4.33 and the standard deviation of 0.477. Regarding the control group, the evaluation of these two statement is in the same order; reputation in the eye of general public with the Mean of 4.16 and the standard deviation of 0.424 and the reputation among other customs services with the Mean of 4.11 and the standard deviation of 0.438, meaning that the improvement was evaluated as linear that was confirmed by the p values (Table 3) from the Independent T-test analysis of the evaluation of the statements from both groups showing that there is the less significant difference in evaluating reputation among other customs services (p=0.032), than the statement related to reputation in the eye of general public (p=0.024), that further confirms the evaluation difference between these two groups. Regarding the evaluation of the influence of the length of working experience on the evaluation, the Factorial ANOVA results show that there is a significant influence of the working experience on officers’ perception of reputation among other customs services (p=0.027), but not a significant influence on
evaluating the reputation in the eye of
general public (p=0.931). There is a
significant difference in how the training and
the working experience influence the
officers’ perception in evaluation of
reputation among other customs services
(p=0.027) and not a significant difference in
how the training and the working experience
as two separate factors influence the officers’
perception in evaluation of the reputation in
the eye of general public (p=0.471), that is
shown in the Table 4.

The main limitations of this research are
the size of the sample and that the research
does not include the customs units from all
border crossing points in Serbia that is
reserved for the next study.

5. CONCLUSION

A great number of empirical studies show
that HRM has positive relationship on
performance of an organization and also can
be source of sustainable competitive
advantage to the organization (Beh & Loo,
2013). In nowadays constant changes of the
trends in increasing volume of passengers,
methods of smuggling and human
trafficking, on the one, and decreasing
technical and human resources, on the other
hand is the main challenge for the
operational staff at border crossing point at
the airport. In order to keep a step with all
those constant changes and challenges, the
sustainability of the customs service and the
balance between the free mobility and
circulation of passengers and the prevention
of the trans-border crime, the constant
training and development of the operational
staff is an imperative.

The human resources management of the
customs administration of Serbia has always
played a main role in improvement of the
operational performance of the service as a
whole, especially at the border crossings by
constant training and development and the
effective deployment of the staff, especially
during the last two decades of very dynamic
administrative and political changes.

According to Adeniji et al (2013), the term of
Human Resource Management refers to
design and applications of formal system in
an organization to ensure effective and
efficient use of human talent for achieving
goals of the organization. Hence, IT training
and development of the operational staff at
the border crossings is one more indication
of the constant development and innovation
of human recourses training and
development methodology and strategies.

The first contribution of this research is
the conceptual model of the study that tested
the relationship between HRM best practices
and the organization performances at the
organizational level. The second
contribution is the demonstration of the
impact of the strength of the HRM best
practice on operational performances of the
organization (Beh & Loo, 2013).
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